News recommender systems are aimed to personalize users experiences and help them to discover relevant articles from a large and dynamic search space. Therefore, news domain is a challenging scenario for recommendations, due to its sparse user profiling, fast growing number of items, accelerated item's value decay, and users preferences dynamic shift.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender Systems (RS) have been increasingly popular in assisting users with their choices, thus enhancing their engagement and overall satisfaction with online services [34] . They are an important part of information and e-commerce systems, enabling users to filter through large information and product spaces.
Recommender systems have been researched and applied in online services from different domains, like music [11] [64] [68] (e.g., Spotify, Pandora, Last.fm), videos (e.g. YouTube [16] ), people [3] (e.g., Facebook), jobs [5] (e.g., LinkedIn [36] , Xing [49] ), and research papers [66] [6] (e.g., Docear [7] ), among others.
Deep Learning on Recommender Systems
Deep Learning (DL) [28] [29] [9] [8] is a hot topic in machine learning communities. The uptake of deep learning by RS community was relatively slow, as the topic became popular only in 2016, with the first Deep Learning for Recommender Systems workshop at the ACM RecSys 2016 [26] .
Early pioneer work applying used neural networks to RS was done in [58] , where a two-layer Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) slightly outperformed Matrix Factorization.
After a winter on RS research using neural networks, Deep Collaborative Filtering was addressed by [67] and [70] using denoising auto-encoders [65] . Deep neural networks have recently been used to learn item features from unstructured data, like text [4] , music [64] [68] , and images [47] [23] .
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) possess several properties that make them attractive for sequence modeling of user sessions. In particular, they are capable of incorporating input from past consumption events, allowing to derive a wide range of sequence-tosequence mappings [18] . After the seminal work of [25] , a research line has emerged on the usage of RNNs on session-based [27] [24] [69] [45] [59] and session-aware [18] [53] [57] recommendations.
News Recommender Systems
Popular news portals, such as Google News [15] , Yahoo! News [62] , The New York Times [61] , Washington Post [54] [10] , among others have gained increasing attention from a massive amount of online news readers.
Online news recommendations have been addressed by researchers in the last years, either using Content-Based Filtering [41] [12] [56] [32] [50] , Collaborative Filtering [15] [17] , and Hybrid approaches [14] [44] [41] [55] [43] [42] [63] [20] .
News domain poses some challenges for Recommender Systems:
• Sparse user profiling -the majority of readers are anonymous and they actually read only a few stories from the entire repository. This results in extreme levels of sparsity in the user-item matrix, as users usually have tracked very little information about their past behaviour, if any [41] [43] [17] ; • Fast growing number of items -hundreds of new stories are added daily in news portals (e.g., over 300 in The New York Times [61] ). This intensifies the cold-start problem, as for fresh items you cannot count on lots of interactions before starting to recommend them [17] . For news aggregators, scalability problems may arise, as a high volume of news articles overload the web within limited time span [50] ; • Accelerated decay of item's value -information value decays over time. This is specially true in the news domain, as most users are interested in fresh information. Thus, each item is expected to have a short shelf life [15] ; and • Users preferences shift -news topics of interest are not as stable as in the entertainment domain. Some user interests shift over time, while other long-term interests remain stable [17] . User's current interest in a session may be affected by his context (e.g., location, access time) [17] or by global context (e.g., breaking news or important events) [20] .
A DEEP LEARNING ARCHITECTURE FOR NEWS SESSION-BASED RECOMMENDATIONS
In [51] , it was proposed the CHAMELEON -a Deep Learning Meta-Architecture for News Recommender Systems. A meta-architecture is a reference architecture that collects together decisions relating to an architecture strategy. It might be instantiated as different architectures with similar characteristics that fulfill a common task, in this case, news recommendations. As shown in Figure 1 , CHAMELEON is composed of two complementary modules, with independent life cycles for training and inference: the Article Content Representation (ACR) and the Next-Article Recommendation (NAR) modules.
In this work, the CHAMELEON meta-architecture was instantiated as a concrete architecture, presented in Figure 2 . This instantiation of the ACR module used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to learn textual features from news articles. In the NAR module, the sequence of clicks from users sessions was modeled by Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The following sections describe this architecture instantiation of the CHAMELEON and also experiments performed on a large news dataset, compared to other session-based recommendation methods.
Article Content Representation (ACR)
The ACR module is responsible to extract features from news articles text and metadata and to learn a distributed representations (embeddings) for each news article context.
The inputs for the ACR module are (1) article metadata attributes (e.g., publisher) and (2) article textual content, represented as a sequence of word embeddings.
A common practice in Deep Natural Language Processing (NLP) it pre-training word embeddings using methods like Word2Vec [48] and GloVe [52] in a larger text corpus of the target language (e.g., Wikipedia).
In this instantiation of the Textual Features Representation (TFR) sub-module from ACR module, 1D CNNs was used to extract features from textual items, like in [40] and [13] .
Article's textual features and metadata inputs were combined by using a sequence of Fully Connected (FC) layers to produce Article Content Embeddings.
For scalability reasons, Article Content Embeddings are not directly trained for recommendation task, but for a side task of news metadata classification. In this work, they were trained to classify the category (editorial section) of news articles.
In the last neural network layer, the softmax function was used to normalize the output layer as a probability distribution, as follows:
and cross-entropy log loss is used for optimization, as follows:
where y is a vector with the one-hot encoded label for each instance,ŷ is the vector with the output probabilities for each class, previously normalized by softmax function, θ , representing model parameters to be learned, and λ to control the importance of the regularization term, to avoid overfitting.
The trained Article Content Embeddings are stored in a repository, for further usage by NAR module.
Next-Article Recommendation (NAR)
The Next-Article Recommendation (NAR) module is responsible for providing news articles recommendations for active sessions.
Due to the high sparsity of users and their constant interests shift, this work leverages only session-based contextual information, ignoring possible users' past sessions.
The inputs for the NAR module are: (1) the pre-trained Article Content Embedding of the last viewed article; (2) the contextual properties of the article (popularity and recency); and (3) the user context (e.g. time, location, and device). These inputs are combined by Fully Connected layers to produce a User-Personalized Contextual Article Embedding, whose representations might differ for the same article, depending on the user context and on the current article context (popularity and recency).
The NAR module uses a type of RNN -the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [30] -to model the sequence of articles read by users in their sessions, represented by their User-Personalized Contextual Article Embeddings. For each article of the sequence, the RNN outputs a Predicted Next-Article Embedding -the expected representation of a news content the user would like to read next in the active session.
In most deep learning architectures proposed for RS, the neural network outputs a vector whose dimension is the number of available items. Such approach may work for domains were the items number is more stable, like movies and books. Although, in the dynamic scenario of news recommendations, where thousands of news stories are added and removed daily, such approach could require full retrain of the network, as often as new articles are published.
For this reason, instead of using a softmax cross-entropy loss, the NAR module is trained to maximize the similarity between the Predicted Next-Article Embedding and the User-Personalized Contextual Article Embedding corresponding to the next article actually read by the user in his session (positive sample), whilst minimizing its similarity with negative samples (articles not read by the user during the session).
With this strategy, a newly published article might be immediately recommended, as soon as its Article Content Embedding is trained and added to a repository. The inspiration for this approach came from the DSSM [31] and its derived works for RS, like the MV-DNN [19] , the TDSSM [60] , and the RA-DSSM [38] , which uses a ranking loss based on embeddings similarity.
The Predicted Next-Article Embedding and the User-Personalized Contextual Article Embedding, further referred as p and item, are vectors with the same arbitrary dimension. In Equation 3, it is defined a relevance function R as the cosine similarity between item and p, as shown in Equation 4 .
Ranking-based loss functions are usually suitable for Top-N recommendations. The objective of the NAR module is to produce a ranked list of the next likely article (item ∈ D, where D is the set of all items) the user will read in the session (next-click prediction). Thus, the model should learn to maximize the similarity between the Predicted Next-Article Embedding (p) and the User-Personalized Contextual Article Embedding of the next article read by the user (item + ), whilst minimizing the pairwise similarity between p and User-Personalized Contextual Article Embeddings of negative samples (item − ∈ D − ), where D − is the set of all items not read by the user in his session.
As D set may be a very large in news domain, it is approximated as a set D ′ -the union of the unit set with the clicked item (positive sample) {item + } and a set with random negative samples from D − .
The posterior probability of the next-clicked article given an active user session was computed by using a softmax function over the relevance score proposed by the DSSM [31] , as shown in Equation 5 ,
where γ is a smoothing factor (usually referred to as temperature) for the softmax function, which may be a trainable parameter or empirically set on a held-out data set.
The NAR module neural network parameters are estimated to maximize the likelihood of the next-clicked article given the user session. The loss function to be minimized, also introduced by the DSSM [31] , is shown in Equation 6 ,
where θ represent the model parameters to be learned. Since l(θ ) is differentiable w.r.t. to θ , the NAR module is trained using backpropagation on gradient-based numerical optimization algorithms.
EXPERIMENTS
The proposed instantiation of CHAMELEON meta-architecture was implemented using TensorFlow [1] , a popular Deep Learning framework. The source code for this neural architecture and also the baseline methods implemented for these experiments was opensourced 1 .
The neural network models were trained and evaluated on Google Cloud Platform ML Engine, a managed platform for Deep Learning.
For these experiments, a proprietary dataset was provided by the Globo.com 2 . The Globo.com is the most popular news portal in Brazil, with more than 80M unique users and 100k new contents per month. The dataset sample contained user interactions from Oct. 1 to 16, 2017, including more than 3 million clicks, distributed in 1.2 million sessions from 330,000 users who read more than 50,000 different news articles during that period.
Training and evaluation of the ACR module
The ACR module was used to learn the Article Content Embeddings for news articles. The model was trained to classify articles categories (editorial subsection in the news portal) based on its textual content and metadata. The dataset contained 364k news articles from 461 categories. The distribution of the top 200 categories can be seen in Figure 3 .
Figure 3: Distribution of number of articles by categories
Articles texts were represented by sequences of pre-trained word embeddings for Portuguese language 3 . Textual representation was learned by three 1D CNN layers, with window sizes of 3, 4, and 5 (to model word n-grams), each with 128 filters. After max-pooling operation, each of the three layers outputs feature maps (128-dims vectors), which were concatenated with other article's metadata (publisher) by means of a Fully Connected layer.
Training and evaluation were performed using the same dataset, as the objective for this network was not generalization, but to learn representations (Article Content Embeddings) for articles content and metadata, with dimension size of 250. Figure 4 presents a visualization produced using t-SNE, with sampled Article Content Embeddings for the 15 categories with most articles. It can be observed that articles are clustered around their categories, which is expected, since the embeddings were trained to classify articles categories. 
Training and evaluation of the NAR module
In the Globo.com dataset, a session represents a sequence of user clicks with no more than 30 minutes between interactions.
To train NAR module, user interactions sequences were grouped by session and ordered by event time. Sessions with only 1 interaction (invalid for next-click prediction) and with more than 20 interactions (outlier users, or possibly bots) were discarded.
Each training or evaluation mini-batch was composed by a number of sessions (sequences of clicked items), padded to the largest session within the mini-batch.
A cross-validation approach is commonly used to evaluate machine learning models, where samples are split randomly to train or validation sets. Therefore, ignoring the temporal factor of news interactions would be unrealistic.
News readership is very dynamic, as global interests may suddenly shift due to breaking events (e.g., natural disasters, or a royal family member birth) or may follow some seasonality (e.g., soccer during the World Cup, politics during a presidential election, etc.) [14] [22] . The popularity of a news article often changes very quickly, decaying in function of hours.
For this reason, it was devised for NAR module a temporal offline evaluation method, which emulates a real-world scenario of continuously training the model with streaming user clicks and deploying a new trained model once an hour, to provide recommendations for new user sessions. The temporal offline evaluation method is described as follows:
(1) Train the NAR module with sessions within the active hour; and
(2) Evaluate the NAR module with sessions within the next hour, for the task of the next-click prediction.
This method is also scalable because, as each session is used only once for NAR module training (online learning), there is no need to train on past sessions again (full retrain).
During the training and evaluation loop, in order to keep the consistency of temporal contextual information of articles (popularity and recency), the following method was created: For each clicked article, the features for the NAR module was its pre-trained Article Content Embedding; the article context attributes (popularity and recency), smoothed by a log function; and the user context attributes: platform (web, app) and device type (desktop, mobile, tablet). These inputs were concatenated and normalized with Layer Normalization technique [2] .
The NAR module requires a number of negative samples to perform training and evaluation. The strategy adopted was to consider as negative samples any article not read within the session, which was read in other sessions from the training/evaluation mini-batch, as proposed in [25] . When there are not enough negative samples within the batch, items are uniformly sampled from a global buffer with the last N clicks. Such approach may help the network to learn to distinguish between the next clicked item (positive item) and other strong negative candidates (articles recently clicked by other users).
For training, 7 negative samples were used for each session, and for evaluation, 50 negative samples. In this setting, each recommender algorithms is expected to rank the set composed by the clicked item and the negative samples.
The Top-N evaluation metrics used in this study were Hit Rate (HR@5) [46] which checks whether the clicked item is present in the top-5 ranked items, and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR@5) [25] [35] [46] , a ranking metric, sensitive to the position of clicked item, which assigns higher score at top ranks.
Hyperparameters were tuned for NAR module using in a separate period of the same dataset. The LSTM layer had 255 units and Predicted Next-Article Embeddings dimension size was 1024. The best training settings were a mini-batch size of 256 sessions, with a learning rate of 1e-3, a L 2 regularization factor of 1e-4 and Adam [37] as a gradient based optimizer to learn model parameters. Xavier initialization method [21] was used to initialize model parameters, as hyperbolic tangent (tanh) was the mostly used non-linear function in the NAR module.
Baseline methods
For this experiments, an extensive number of session-based recommendation algorithms was used for comparison.
Despite of the simplicity of some of those methods, they usually have competitive accuracy on session-based recommendations, for keeping up with the dynamic global reading interests and for being efficiently updated over time [33] [35] [46] .
• GRU4Rec -Seminal neural architecture using RNNs for session-based recommendations [25] . For this experiment, it was used GRU4Rec v2 implementation, with the improvements of [24] 4 ; • Co-occurrent -Recommends articles commonly viewed together with the last read article, in other user sessions. This algorithm is a simplified version of the association rules technique, with the maximum rule size of two (pairwise item co-occurrences) [35] [46]; • Sequential Rules (SR) -A more sophisticated version of association rules, which considers the sequence of clicked items within the session. A rule is created when an item q appeared after an item p in a session, even when other items were viewed between p and q. 
Notes and improvements on GRU4Rec
. The GRU4Rec v2 [24] implementation have added the capability of incremental retraining, which supports training on sessions with new items ,without the need to retrain on the full dataset. In this setting, it dynamically adds input and output neuron units corresponding to new items, whose connections are randomly initialized.
Therefore, the GRU4Rec does not support recommending items not seen on training. For this reason, during its evaluation, it was necessary to ignore fresh articles published since the last training (once each hour), which corresponded to about 2% of ignored clicked items. This approach might have slightly overestimated GRU4Rec accuracy, as recommending unknown items tends to be more challenging.
GRU4Rec v2 [24] features an interesting negative sampling strategy, where it can be balanced between uniform sampling (all items have the same probability to be picked) or popularity-based sampling (item sampling probability is proportional to its support).
For these experiments, GRU4Rec's uniform sampling lead to a better accuracy than popularity-based sampling. Therefore, as training evolved, it was possible to observe a decreasing accuracy, as the number of unique items increased, thus, the chance to randomly pick old articles as negative samples, which are not relevant anymore.
For this reason, it was implemented for GRU4Rec the same sampling strategy used in CHAMELEON during training, which uniformly samples negative items from the last N clicks buffer. With this improvement, it was possible to obtain a relative increase of 13% on HR@5 and 18% on MRR@5 for GRU4Rec.
The GRU4Rec is very sensitive to hyperparameter choices, which were tuned in a separate period of the same dataset. The best architecture found for GRU4Rec used a hidden layer with 300 units, BPR-max loss function, no item embeddings, and no dropout. It was trained with Adam optimizer (momentum=0), learning rate of 1e-4, L 2 regularization of 1e-5, and 200 negative samples (from the last N clicks buffer).
Results
Two experiments were performed in this study, involving different time periods and evaluation frequency:
(1) Continuous training and evaluating each five hours, during 15 days (Oct. 1-15, 2017); and (2) Continuous training and evaluating each hour, on the subsequent day (Oct. 16, 2017) . HR@5 and MRR@5 metrics were averaged and reported for each evaluation hour.
To keep results comparable, during the NAR module evaluation, it was logged the sampled negative items for each session. Thus, the same negative samples by session were used for baseline methods evaluation.
Experiment 1.
For this experiment, recommendation models were trained and evaluated on user sessions from a period of 15 days. Articles context attributes (recent popularity and recency) were also updated over time, to emulate a live environment.
After training on sessions corresponding to five hours, sessions within the subsequent hour were used for evaluation. Figure 5 presents the evolution of HR@5 over time, for the sampled evaluation hours. The distribution of the average HR@5 by sampled hours can be seen in Figure 6 .
It can be observed in Figure 5 that the proposed CHAMELEON instantiation keeps constantly a higher accuracy than the baseline methods over time. As shown in Figure 6 , the median HR@5 for CHAMELEON was 0.72, while the best benchmark (SR) got a median of 0.65, a relative improvement of about 10%.
Methods based on k-Nearest Neighbors and Association Rules presented a competitive accuracy on news session-based recommendations, even higher than GRU4Rec, as also observed in [33] [35] [46] .
The lower accuracy was obtained by the Content-based method, which may indicate that textual similarity is not the best predictor for the next-read article.
The results are is similar for MRR@5. Figures 7 and 8 show that the accuracy and ranking quality of recommendations provided by CHAMELEON was constantly better than benchmarks methods. The models trained in Experiment 1 were used to initialize (parameters and states) models for Experiment 2, to emulate a RS that has already being trained for some days. Figures 9 and 10 presents the evolution of the average HR@5 and MRR@5 by hour, within a period of 24 hours. Once again, it can be seen that the accuracy and ranking quality obtained by the proposed CHAMELEON instantiation keeps higher than the baseline methods, throughout the day. 
RELATED WORK
One of the main inspirations for the CHAMELEON was the GRU4Rec [25] , the seminal work on the usage of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) on session-based recommendations, and subsequent work [27] [24] .
Other main inspiration came from the Multi-View Deep Neural Network (MV-DNN) [19] , which adapted Deep Structured Semantic Model (DSSM) [31] for the recommendation task.
The MV-DNN maps users and items to a latent space, where the cosine similarity between users and their preferred items is maximized. That approach makes it possible to keep the neural network architecture static, rather than adding new units into the output layer for each new item (e.g., published article), as required by GRU4Rec (softmax loss function) [25] .
The MV-DNN was adapted for news recommendation by [60] Temporal DSSM (TDSSM) and [38] Recurrent Attention DSSM (RA-DSSM).
Differently from CHAMELEON, TDSSM [60] did not model user sessions explicitly, and items and users representations are not directly learned from news content and users behaviours.
The RA-DSSM [38] represents articles content by using Doc2Vec [39] embeddings (unsupervised training), while CHAMELEON trains Article Content Embeddings to predict news metadata by using supervised learning. The RA-DSSM does not use any contextual information about the user and articles, which may limit its accuracy in a extreme cold-start scenario like news RS. Finally, the offline evaluation for that study has used cross-validation based on random sampling to predict the last article read by the user in a session, whilst for this study it was proposed a temporal offline evaluation method, to mimic a more realist scenario.
CONCLUSION
In this study, it was proposed an instantiation of the CHAMELEON -a Deep Learning Meta-Architecture for News Recommender Systems, using a CNN to extract textual features from news articles and a LSTM layer to model the sequence of clicked items in user sessions.
It was possible to observe that the recommendations accuracy obtained by the proposed CHAMELEON instantiation was constantly higher over time than an extensive number of baseline methods for session-based recommendation, including the popular GRU4Rec.
A temporal offline evaluation method was also proposed to emulate the dynamics of news readership, where articles context (recent popularity and recency) is constantly changing. Recommender methods are continuously trained on streaming user clicks and the model may be often deployed (e.g. once an hour) to a production environment, in order to serve recommendations for real users. This is an ongoing research on news recommendation using the CHAMELEON Deep Learning Meta-Architecture. Some of next planned steps are: (1) to understand how different input features (e.g., article content, user context, article context) individually impact the recommendations accuracy; (2) to evaluate recommendations of fresh news articles (item cold-start); (3) to explore other approaches to learn better article content embeddings; and (4) to evaluate models from perspectives other than accuracy, like popularity, coverage and serendipity, in different large news datasets.
